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Abstract

The ACS Booster injector wil l perform a variety of functions.
Wz.w \ ion .iccclerauon requires a bakenblc. ultra-high vacuum
^siem iVCi . .-V ..deration for intense proton beams requires rapid
..x..!ing I B £ I U T / M : C ) . If straight lorward heavy walled VC arc used.
IS- tieh! perturbations tluc to eddy currents are large. The state of
the an Kiuice ha* highly distributed lumped scxtupoles capable of
substantial!) correcting the induced field nonlincaruy. Ncvcrthc-
Io». for the vcrj highest space charge-intensity limits, it is desir-
able io have the capability to remove eddy current fields at the
M'uircc. Correction coiK attached to ihe outside of the VC cancel us
current aberrations over the required good field aperture. These can
be passively powered by transformer action, using two turn wind-
ings around ihe maenet yoke. Programmed power supplies can also
be used. This inexpensive addiiiona) correeiion option uses a three
turn per quadrant coil which follows the local contour of Ihe VC.
Transverse movements of several mms of ihc VC wil l have no beam
optical effect since ihe large I'icld aberrations and Iheir corrcciions
have the same displaced coordinates. Experimental and computer
studies wi l l be presented, as well as mechanical and electrical
design of a simple method of construction.

Description of New Correction Concept for Booster

A coil system has been devised for correction of vacuum
chamber (VC) eddy current field aberrations, powered by trans-
former action using a magnet yoke winding, or by a programmed
external power supply.

The Booster vacuum system is complex. The VC must be
curved to fit inside the 10c dipole magnets and must be bakeable in
situ to 2(X)-C. High vacuum capability is required for heavy ions.
Very high intensity proton operation requires rapid cycling, dB/dt <
lOT/sec- Standard thick wall chamber design (like the Brookhaven
AGS) is rugged and economical, but eddy currents are large.
Complex corrugated or externally supported lhin-wal!ed designs are
expensive. They are also more delicate, which raises concern with
respect to stress and corrosion for application to the multipurpose
Booster. The eddy currents have two components relevant to lattice
behavior and control. The average eddy current fields generated are
proportional to nominal wall thickness, conductivity and chamber
geometry. Here the thin walled chamber is superior. The random
variation chamber-to-chamber is proportional to variations in the
above: i.e., to tolerances. It is not obvious which is superior here.

The Booster is a state of Ihe an machine, with fully distributed
chromaticny sc.xtupolcs in the lattice of adequate strength lo also
correct, at least in first order, for the average dipole induced VC
eddy current sextupole. VC eddy current fields are large: by far the
dominant source of nonlinear field error for the rapid cycling
proton operation. L'nii-io-unit variations will also be larger than
from any other sources. Vacuum chambers are "tin ware." and have
much looser tolerances than iron magnet cores. The VC correction'
coils can remove se.xtupotc and other aberrations at the source.
thereby eliminating the need for correction by the chromalicity
scxtupolcs. These coils also correct for VC positional errors. This
will permit an additional parameter for control and optimizing
Booster operation at modest cost (< IKS per magnet). In summa-
tion, since the plan is to push the Booster and AGS complex lo the
very highest limits of intensity practical for proton beams, space
charge electrostatic repulsion in the Booster beam-will be a very
large factor. It seems reasonable to attempt to produce Ihe largest
£f>oi1 fieM" linear :ipeniirc acceptance in avoid resonances. Start

jtll i'l Ftk

ing from a base of minimum deviation from the designed lallice.
controlled nnnlincariiy can then be introduced empirically, as pan
of ongoing studies and theoretical analysis, IO maximize perlor-
mancc.

Booster Vacuum Chamber Experiments

An early VC model. 60 cm long, was measured lor edd\
current content. (Fig. 1). "Self-correction" was studied using insu-
lated 1.9 nun Cu wires taped on the VC. powered by magnet yoke
windings. Note that the final Booster VC design will be described
later.

Proton injection (200 McV) occurs at 0. IfiT. ejection (1 5
GeV) at O.55T. For the proton rapid cycle B - dB/dt » 1 .4T/>cc at
injection, and increases slowly to - 8T/scc 30 millsec. later at
0.25T. The maximum B/B is about 8T per sec/0.25T.

Experiments were carried out for constant B = 8T/scc. At firM
impulse a VC will behave diamagnetically. The time constant of the
Booster VC is t » 0.35 milliscc. For the actual Booster cycle with
variable B after injection, the rale of change is sufficiently slow.
the behavior is "adiabaiic*. Thus Ihe relative eddy current field
shape is constant, all terms scale linearly with B. The first differ-
ence dB/dr was measured at B » 8T/scc across the horizontal
midplane (HMP). A fit IO this data was expressed at full VC radius
r « 7.6 cm: dipole « - 2 l g , sextupole « + 10.0 g. 10-pole » + O.Sg.
"14-pole" - - S.2g ("14-polc" includes any higher terms). Note that
the VC sextupole alone at r « 7.6 era is about 0.4% of the 0.25T
dipole at maximum B/B, larger than other sources of sexiupolc
error.

Corrections were taped on the VC. with two or three turns
located above and below ihe HMP. "Self correction" by transformer
action from loops around Ihe magnet "back leg" was applied. A
variable resistor in series with the VC turns and the "back leg"
loops adjusted the correct current. The correction automatically
adjusts lo variable 8. (Excitation by a small power supply was also
demonstrated.) Figure 2 shows results of transformer pduccd cor-
rection with ihe simple coil arrangement of Fig. I. Since dB/dr is
measured, sextupole appears as a linear gradient. The solid line
with Ihe small slope is the sum of VC eddy currents plus both
correction loops. The residual sextupole could be adjusted lo zero
by Increasing I to 20.2A. This results In good corrcc
cion i u about ± 5 c», with this rough empirical nodel.
(The dotted curves shov the ef fect of each correction
turn a lone) . Och«r correction geometries were also s ^

cessfully tested.

Analytical Solutions Usinn "foisson"

These simple experiments encouraged application. An analyti-
cal study was carried oul. The VC model was approximated by a
large number of current elements (Fig. 3). In a dipole field with
constant B. a voltage proportional lo radius r is imposed on each
element (r « 0 is Ihe VC center). Agreement of the computed eddy
current field with experiment was excellent. Based on the
multipoles computed for each VC clement, analysis was used to
arrive at the simplest two-location per quadrant solution shown in
Fig. 3. For B - ST/sec, 10 amperes in the three turns per quadrant
coil reduces the sextupole IO zero. Two "back leg" turns around
each pole, plus a series resistance, are the current source.

The lop and bottom surfaces of the VC produce mainly
sextupole (and dipole). The correction addresses this, plus suppres-
sion of higher moments. Figure 4 shows the computed model VC
eddy current variation with radius on the HMP (y = 0). Curve ' o .
the computed bul corrected chamber, is he::*-: ;han curve •'• • . . ' : : '
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is .1 pure mullicniaiical subtraction of the scxlupolc term only: the ,
correction is compensating for higher icrms as well.

Figure 5 shows wh.il happens off ihc HMP. Clearly ihis iwo
location correction produces field bumps immediately adjacent to
the conductors. Assuming an injection vertical beam site of ±2.54 cm,
which is larser ih.ui expected tor the A.C.S. Booster. Ihc maximum
perturbation (.it 0.25T) for extreme panicles would be < 2 x 10 of
the ilipnle. Full radial aperture of 7.6 cm at injection, becomes 6.1
cm by phase space shrinkage. The horizontal bump injection
scheme' further reduces beam width wel l below ± 6.1 cm.

Consider .i lull length application. The entire circuit, i.e.. the
four hack leg turns in series with ihc six VC correciion lurns. would
generate 1 5 volis open loop. If the circuil resistance was I.S ohms,
10 .mips ul lurri-cnon current would flow. The back leg lurns arc
flat Cu ribbons at the bas'o of the coils, with negligible resistance.
Using Cu conductor 1.6 mm in diameter the entire correciion coil
resistance equals 0.3 Q. Series resistance of 1.2 fi is required. The
correction winding peak power dissipation is 30 walls: this corre-
sponds to a thermal load of 1 wall per linear meter of correction
wire. 'Poisson' calculations show the circuil inductance « 0.24 x
IO'"h. The circuit time constant would be shorl, - 0.2 x 10" sec.

Booster VC Correcting Coil Design

Figure 6 shows ihc Booster VC design. "Poisson" results for
uncorrected VC eddy current fields at B •= 8T/sec, are dipole « 3 1 j
and sextupole * IO.5g at r * 6.35 cm. A preliminary design for a
correction coil is shown on Fig. 6. which removes sextupole. etc.,
with a current of 14.4 amps. The residual field errors are very
small, essentially the same as shown in Fig.5. over Ihe entire
acceptance area.

A full length model has been constructed. Windings me a
standard industrial product: 4.8 mm O.D. this walled staialess steel
tube containing non-organic insulator and 1.6 mm Cu wire. Small
stainless tabs are used to tack weld the windings IO (he VC.
Templates used during welding ensure the location of the windings
relative to each other: they follow the local VC contour. Sharp
bends are permitted for coil ends.

Discussion

Note that with this simple geometry the correction of the VC
dipole term is only partial. In the Booster, a dipole and two
quadrupoles. all containing VC's. operate in series with ihe magnet
strings. Transducers measure the dipole, QF and QD. respectively.
This includes contributions from eddy currents and also magnetiza-
tion. With higher moment aberrations canceled, scrvoing can be
used to completely conlrol systematic dipole and quadrupole fields
and thus the tune.

For the Booster proton cycle, the eddy currents will change
adiabatically: T V C - 1/3 .x 10 sec, t correction - 1/4 x 10' $ec.
More generally, by adding series inductance as well as resistance,
the correction time constant could be matched to the V C which
could be useful for very rapidly cycled accelerators. The simple
correction was chosen because of the desire for a high lemperaiure
design. For rapid cycling machines where bakcoul is not required,
printed circuits permit many turn corrections ai low cost. The
density of corrector wires would increase — radially and more
closely match the VC eddy current.

In conclusion, the Booster design calls for very accurate
magnets, located to life Sen surveying accuracy. The curved VC are
surrounded by thermal insulation. They cannot be strongly mechan-
ically coupled to the magnet poles. Subject to bakeoul. they may
move around considerably, resulting in large displacements of the
centers of Ihe strong eddy current "magnets". The correction moves
with the chamber. Thus, with this scheme, ihe tolerances on cham-
ber location can be very loose as far as beam optical errors are
concerned. This may prove to he very important: external correc-
tions or even pole lace windings cannot do this. The vacuum
chamber correction coils can do an excellent job of correcting the

eddy currents in the chambers. Otherwise these arc ihc dominant
source of errors in the Booster magnets.
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FIC. 1 BOOSTER VC: EARLY MODEL
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FIG. 4 POISSON COMPUTATIONS OF VC
AND CORRECTIONS ON HMP

FIG. 6 BOOSTER VC WITH PRELIMINARY CORRECTION COILS
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